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EDUCATOR SLATED FOR UD APPEARll..NCE NOVENBER 4 
PRQr.10TES EQUALITY OF LEARNING ABILITY 
DAYTOi.'~, Chio, October 27,1978 --_. Hhat any person in the \l1orld can learn, 
almost all persons can learn if provided with appropriate prior and current condi-
tions of learning, according to Benjamin S. Bloom, Distinguished Service Professor 
at the University of Chicago. 
Bloom's claim will receive further exploration Saturday, November 4, at 
the University of Dayton. !fA Day with Ben Bloom" ,is being offered free of 
charge by UD 's School of Education. Bergamo Conference Center is a co-sponsor. 
The day will open at 9 a.m. in the ballroom of the Kennedy Union with an 
introductory address by Bloom. Participants will break into small discussion 
groups to react to the address. 
Ellis Joseph, dean of the School of . Education at DD, assesses Bloom's work 
in the social sciences as "among the mm;t 'valuable being done. No one has 
worked as hard as he to produce precise definitions of the kinds of learning 
behavior. Because of Bloom, teachers have to ask themselves not only, 'What do 
I want to cover in class tomorrow?' but also, 'Wl:lc;tt learning behavior do I want 
. <"<""" , ;~ . ~ -"';.~ 
to see? Abstraction? Extrapolatiop?InternaLor external evaluation?'" 
\ 
" 
Bloom has written: "Almost every elementa£-y school teacher can, with great 
confidence, classify each studentin, t6eclassro~m .. c;ts a fast learner, an 
In coiit.rast~~? few teachers are aware of the 
, >~l,. 
average learner, or a slow learner. 
extent to which they can provide the learni,mf:·~onditicp.9 in their classrooms 
'i' ) . .... \, \, ~ >, 
that will enable almost all of those students to learn equii,1.),y well." 
Research findings in Bloom's latest book , "Human Characte~i~tics and School 
Learning ," demonstrate that under favorable conditions almost all students can 
learn whatever the schools have to teach. The book was published in the early 
1960s. "The tasic ideas in this book are not matters of abstract theory or faith. 
They depend on easily observed evidence readily obtainable in every classroom in 
the world," Bloom wri tes. 
Bloom is also the author or co-author of a number of other books, including 
"Taxonomy of Educational Objectives" and "Stability and Change in Human Character-
istics." A founding member of the International Association for the Evaluation 
of Educational Achievement, he has been a consultant on evaluation and curriculum 
to nations throughout the world . 
Bloom's address will he of particular interest to elementary, secondary, and 
college-level educators. The day v.;ill conclude at 3 :30 p.m. 
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